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PROBLEM DEPARTMENT.

BY I. L. WINCKLER,
Central High School Cleveland, Ohio.

Readers of this magazine are invited to propose problems and send solu-
tions of problems in which they are interested. Problems and solutions
will be credited to their authors. Address all communications to I. L.
Winckler, ^2 Wymore Ave., E. Cleveland, Ohio.

Algebra.

406. Proposed by the Editor.

If � be the last convergent in the first period of VA expanded as a
qn

continued fraction, and r the integral part of VA, show that pn^rqn+qn^.
(Mathematical Visitor.)

I. Solution by Norman Anning, Clayburn, B. C.

Jf VA = (r, ri, ^2, . . . rn-i, rn, r^ r^ . . .)’ and if -- ===
qn

(r, ri, . . . rn-i), to prove pn == rqn+qn-i.
If the first period ends with the partial quotent r%, it is known that

rn = 2r,
and rn-ic=rk, (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . n-i).
Now qn == rn-iqn-\-\-qn-2

^
^n 4.

, qn-2 ,1
-^ �� ^ rn-\-\- �� == rw-i-f- ��

qn-i qn-i qn-i

Qn-2

^1 - ^ ^ , 1
qn-i qn-2

qn^

� T ==rl+o-

From these qn- = (r^i, . . . r^ r^)
qn-i

== (ri, rs, . . . rn-i)

^^^(O,^^ . . . rn-0.qn
Qn-i , / \ pii1� 4-r = (r, r,, r, . . . rn-i) = -/�,
^w qn
pn-^ rqn-{-qn-T..

II. Solution by the Proposer.
It is known that the last quotient in the first period of the continued frac-

tion is 2r.

The fraction itself may be obtained from -n^- by putting 3r-(-VA�r in
QH-rl

place of 2r.

r^ . . pu+\ 2rpnJrpn-l
That is, since -� == �-��-��,

qn+i 2rqn-{-qn-i ’
(2r+VA.�r)pn+pn.i _ (VA+r)pn+pn-i
(2r+ V A�r) qn+qn-i (VA+r) qn+qn-i’VA=
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Clearing of fractions,
A^-h-^wVA+^n-iVA ’== ^VA+^w+^"-i-

Equating coefficients (of the irrational terms,
pn == r(3^4-<?"-i-

407. Proposed by Jacob P. Santer.
What three equal discounts are equal to a discount of 48.8% ?

Solution by R. T. M-cGregor, Topaz, California.
Let x == the rate per cent of each discount.

a == the amount on which the discounts are given.
_, 100� x 100�x 100�-x ,

.

Then a’ -Too- �

-iW
�

-To^ = (l-488)a = -512a’-

/100--;i-\ 3 100�x
or -TrvH = �512-’ -^nn- = �8 -� � -r = 20-

\ 100 /" )

100

Geometry.

408. Proposed by Henry Smith, New York.
If AB is a diameter of a circle, PQ perpendicular to AB from a point

P on the circle and R is taken on AB so that AR ==-AP, show that Q’R
is the radius of the circle touching PQ, QB, and arc PB,

I. Solution by Elmer Schuyler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Let C be the centre of the required circle, x its radius, r the radius of

the given circle.
Put a == AQ. C opposite Q is the vertex of a square.
Then AP = AR = V2ar.
r�CO == r�V ( v^or�or+Cr�^ar)2

== r�VCa+^�SCa-hTQv^ar-^ar
== r�(a-^r�V2ar)
= V2ar�a
= QR == x.

Hence the two circles are tangent, since the difference of their radii
equals the distance between their centres.

II. Solution by L. E. A. Ling, La Grange, III.
Suppose K the centre of the circle touching PQ, QB, and arc PB.
From 0, centre of given circle of radius y, draw OKE. Put OQ == x

KE = r.
Prove RQ = r.

AQ.QB = AP’rrrAR’
or 2y(y+x) = (y+.r+RQ)2.
Whence, y’-^RQ == (.r+RQ)-’. (1)
Also, OM.OE = (OQ+RQ)2,

or, y(y�2r) == (.r+RQ)2. (9)
From (1) and (2), RQ = r.
(NOTE: By Norman Anning.. If AB be produced to R’ making BR’=

BP, QR’ is the radius of ja circle touching PQ, QB, and arc PB.)

Trigonometry.

409. Proposed by N. P. Pandya, Sojitra, India.
Two circles (centers P and Q) intersect one another orthogonally, and

their radii are as 1: 2. PQ cuts the minor arc of the smaller circle at
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R. A direct common tangent touches the circles at H and K. HK is
produced to L, so that HL .== 2HK. In the circumcircle of HLQ a chord
LM == QR is placed, M being on the arc HQL. Show that HQ and HM,
are two of the decasectors of/PHK.

I. Solution by Nelson L. Roray, Metuchen, N. J.
Let the circles cut at S. Then PSQ is a right triangle.
Take HA parallel to PQ intersecting KQ at A.
AHKA==APSQ. .’. HK=SQ=:KQ. .’. HQL is a right triangle

and HL is the diameter of the circle through H, Q, and L. Also Q is
the mid-point of arc HQL. QR == a(V5�l), that is, the side of a
regular decagon inscribed in a circle whose radius == 2a.

.’. HM and HQ are a pair of decasectors of /PHL.

II. Solution by L. E. A. Ling, La Grange, III., and Norman Anning,
Clayburn, B. C.
PQ = VpA’+AQ’ = V’l+4 = V5.
LM = RQ = PQ�PR = V5�1.

. ,.m ML V5�3
sin MHL = TTT- = ��� = sin 18 .

riL 4

.’. ZMHL == 18° = %o of ZPHK.

.*. HM is a decasector of the right angle PHK.
Arc LMQ is a quadrant.
.". HQ is a decasector of the right angle PHK.
From these two we can construct all nine decasectors.

410. Proposed by W. H. Thompson, Seattle, Washington.
A series of poles of equal height are erected at intervals of 60 feet

along a straight road.’ From a certain point the angles of elevation of
the first, second, and fifth poles are 20, 37, and 10 degrees respectively.
Find the height of the poles and the distance of the observer from the
road.

I. Solution by Walter C. Eells, Annapolis, Md.
Let x = height of poles; a, b, c = distances of the observer from the

feet of first, second, and fifth poles, respectively; d == distance of observer
from the line of poles; a and a’ == the supplementary angles made by b
and the line of poles.

Then, ^- == tan 20°, x. = tan 37°, x- == tan 10°. (1)

By the cosine law,
a2�^�3600 , . , c’�b2� 32400 / .

cosa=��120^- (2)- cosa==��^��� (3)

But since cos a =�cos a’, we have from (’2) and (3)
S^-^^+c2� 43200 == 0. (4)

Substituting the values of a, b, c from (1) in (4) it reduces to

�s�30-074-
From (l),a ==82.626, & == 39.910, c = 170.558.
From the triangle whose sides are a, b, 60 we find a == 109° 57’ 8\
But d = b sm(l80°-�a) = b sin a == 37.515.

II. Solution by Norman Anning, Clayburn, B. C.
Let A, B, C, D and E be the feet of the posts, P, the position of the

observer and Q, the foot of the perpendicular from P on AB. Denote
AQ by x, PQ by y and the height of the posts by h.
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y<s+.v2s==APa=A2cot2200. (1)
yL(-(4---60)a:==Aslcots370. (2)

y4��(�*��--240)2==A8cot2300. (3)
Dividing (2)�(1) by (3)�(l),

30�.r _ 3600�120^
^

cot2 37°�cot2 20° ___ �5.7877
4(l20�;r)

~
57600�480;r

~’

cot210°�cot2 20°
~

24.6147
30� x __ �5,7877

120� x
~

6.1537
;r�30 5.7877
90 11.9414

3,r�90 _ 17.3631
90

~~

11.9414
x 29.3045

, x == 73.62 feet.
30 11.9 tl4

(1)�(2): 120A-�3600=^(5.7877), h == 30.1 feet. I
(1) ^4-^=^ cot2 20°. ’t

73.622+y8==^2X7.5487. j
Ans.

==904.40X7.5487, y = 37.5 feet. J
These results are correct to the nearest tenth of a foot and "check" the

given data to within a few minutes of arc.

III. Solution by Nelson L. Roray, Metuchen, N. J.
General solution,
Let h == height of poles, P the point of observation, a, (3, y angles of

elevation of 1st, /?th, and nth poles, a, b and c corresponding distances
from P to feet of poles, B angle between a and b, $ angle between b and c,
d distance between two consecutive poles and R distance from P to road.

FT,, ab sin 6 p�1 sin 0 c P�1Then , . _ == -�- or �� == � . -��
cb sin $ n�p sin $ a n�p

ac sm(^-}-0) _ ^�1 sint^-l-^) _ b_ ^�1
abs’m0 p�1 sm0 c

’
p-�l

sin(<l»+^ sin $ , _ sin 6 b n�1
�.- ’ = �� � cos 04-cos $ � �� = � . ��-

sin 0 sin 0 sm 0 c. p�1
n�p c^+b^p�lYd2 b’+^�^n�py^^n�l,
p�1

*
, 2b 2b p�1

Whence (n�p)a3�(n-�l)y+(p�l)c2 = (n�p) (p�l) (n-l)rf2. (1)
But a == h cot a, b == h cot (3 and c == h cot 7.
Substituting these values in (1) we get

dV(n�p) (p�1) (n�O
� V-(^�/»)cotssa�-(^~l)cot2^+(^�l)cot27

R is altitude of triangle whose sides are a and b and base (p�l)d.

R== .-.��^�,V^(^�a) (s�b)[s�(p�l)d] or find angle opposite b and

then R= a sin ,5.
NOTE: Equation (1) is an interesting result.. If n == 3, p == 2, the

value obtained by solving for & is the median of the triangle whose sides
are o, c and 2rf. Equation (1)> is the general solution of the problem
of which the median is a particular case.

395. Proposed by F. Eugene Seymour, Trenton, N. /.
I.n Greenleafs National Arithmetic are found the following directions-

tor finding the area of a segment of a circle: Find the length of the
chord (its distance from the Centre is given). Take § of its product by
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the height of the segment and add it to the cube of the height of the
segment divided by two times the length of the chord. Discuss the ac-
curacy of this method.

Solution by Nelson L. Roray, Metuchen, N. J.
Let c be the chord of the segment, d its altitude, 20 its central angle, and

r the radius of the circle.
-, c^d2 , . 4cdThen ^=^- and sm^=^^.
Area segment == area sector�area triangle

-/) 2__£_ ^4^ _ (c^ffy .
�

4cd c(c2-^)
~~

2
’

8d 64d2
sm

c’+^d2 16d2
^c’+^V 4cd 1 / 4cd Y , 1-3 / 4cd \5 I
�

Q4d2 ly<^4(f ’ 2 � 3 V^-H^V ’ 2.4.5 V2+4J7 ’ ’ ’ ’ J
c(c2-4^)

16d
c(c2+4^2) J_ c’d _&_ c’d3~~ 16d! [~6~’ c^d2’ 5

’ (c’+^y
(c^^yr 1.3.5 / 4^ \7 1 ^(c2-^^)

1 64rf2 L2.4.6.7 Vc^rfV 1 ’ �

J 16d

-2- /7-i A rf3. _ 16^ 11^4-34^+32^
3 �15’ ’

c
~~

c^+^d2)
l

loCc^d2)2
W^yr 1.3.5 / 4^ \7

1 64^2 L2-4.6.7 V^rf2/ 1 � ’ -�
- , (c2-^^)2 1-3.5 F/ 4crf \7, 7 / 4cd \9 1 ^But -^-���2TTT6^L(?T4?) +8T9(?+irf2) + �

� � J <-

r/ 4cJ V / 4rrf \9 ^/£2–^V
^V^^ + V2+4^/ l � � �J \ 64<f /

1.3.5
2 � 4 � 6 � 7 L V2

, 80 c8^
’

’- 7 ’ (ca+^)s(c’2�4dfiY
80. c8^5 16^5 llc4+34c2^2+32^ ^Also
7 - (c2+46f)3(c2�4rf2)2 0(^+4^) loCr3^2)2 <
/c^^Vr 1.3.5 / 4cd Y 1
\ 64(f / [2 .4. 6 .7 [c^d2/ l �

� �J
_ 16^5 llc4+34c^2+32J4

c(c2+4(f) ’ 15(c2+4rf2) <0.

Hence the area of the segment == ~r.~cd-\- � + _�
�K;

o tic <5\jC

And the error in taking �cd-\- � as the area is less than ��.
3 tic ouc

CREDIT FOR SOLUTIONS.
395. .Nelson L. Roray (2 solutions). (2)
401. N. P. Pandya, Yeh Chi-Sun. (2)
402. N. P. Pandya, Yeh Chi-Sun. (2)
403. William Fenerwerger, George M. Link (Mechanical solution), N. P.

Pandya. (3) *

405. N. P. Pandya. (1)
406. Norman Anning. (1)
407. George M. Alien, Norman Anning, Niel Beardsley, T. M. Blakslee,

John E. Campbell, W. dark Doolittle, Walter C. Eells, R. T.
McGregor, Claude 0. Pauley, Nelson L. Roray, Elmer Schuyler,
James H. Weaver (one incorrect solution): (13)
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408. Norman Arming, L. E. A. Ling, Nelson L. Roray, J. R. Sage, Elmer
Schuyler, James H. Weaver. (6)

409. Norman Anning, L. E. A. Ling, A. MacNeish, Nelson L. Roray. (4)
410. Norman Anning, Niel Beardsley, T. M. Blakslee, Walter C. Eells,

Nelson L. Roray. (5)
Total number of solutions, 39.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

Algebra.

421. Proposed by Norman Anning, Clayburn, B. C.
A carpenter’s rough rule for octagon miter is: "Twenty-four and ten,

cut on the ten."
, (a) What other pair of integers on the steel square (barring 12 and 5)
give as good an approximation?

(b) What is the best pair of numbers on an ordinary steel square
graduated to eighths of an inch?

Geometry.

422. Proposed by Henry B. Sanders, New York, N. Y.
ABC is a triangle, right-angled at C. Angle B is bisected by BD, which

meets AC at D.
Prove that 2BC"’ : BC’�CD" = CA: CD.

423. Proposed by Norman Anning, Clayburn, B. C.
Lines through the vertices of a triangle ABC divide the opposite sides

in the ratios m:n, p: q, r’.s. If XY2 is the triangle they determine,
show that

AXYZ
^
_________(mpr�nqs)2______

AABC (mq-\-nq-\-nm) (ps-\-qs-\-rp’) (rn-}-sn-\-mr) ’

424. Proposed by Elmer Schuyler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Given the edge of a regular tetrahedron equal to a, to find the radius

of the sphere that touches the six edges.

Trigonometry.

425. Proposed by Qrlo Steams, Washington, D. C.
If sin 2.v == sin2 3x show that -r:=150.

? (From Gore’s Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.)


